Integrating and Comparing two Remote Sensing Techniques to Quantify Organic Sediment Volume for a Dam
Rehabilitation Project at a Pocono Mountain Lake in the Delaware State Forest, Pennsylvania
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Abstract
This study was completed on the southern 262 acres (62%) of Pecks
Pond in the Delaware State Forest in the Pocono Mountains of
Pennsylvania. The purpose of the study was to determine the
sediment volume in the southern part of the lake to support a dam
rehabilitation project. The sediment provides a depositional record
since the 1930’s when Pecks Pond was created for ice production by
damming a tributary to the Little Bushkill Creek. This study used a
combination of georeferenced Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and
photogrammetry using a small unmanned aerial vehicle (sUAV).
GPR was used on the lake with a boat system to determine
bathymetry and sub-lake stratigraphy to spatially locate the elevation
of the lake bottom and the underlying bedrock. The difference in the
two elevations is the thickness of the sediment layer. Pecks Pond
was then drained by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources (PA-DCNR) and a photogrammetry survey
using a sUAV was immediately completed to determine the elevation
of the newly exposed lake bottom. The GPR data was processed by
RADAN7 and imported into the ArcMap geographic information
system (GIS). The photogrammetry data was processed by PIX4D
and the results were also imported into ArcMap. The accuracy of the
GPR derived lake bottom elevation and the sUAV derived lake
bottom elevation are compared along with the two sediment volume
calculations using both remote sensing techniques.

Figure 6 - sUAV Flight Operations
Flight patterns needed to be
overlapped to ensure successful
stitching of images. Drone was a
DJI Phantom 4 and control points
were surveyed using a Topcon
Hiper V system. The flight
pattern covers approximately
260 acres.

Figure 3 - GPR Equipment Layout and the Common Offset Method
GPR transmitter-receiver was placed in a rubber boat to minimize interference. The
radar waves for the survey reflect from the lakebed surface and the top of bedrock
surface. Common offset and travel times are used to calculate depth to reflective layers.
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Figure 1 - Site Location
Study Site is located at Pecks Pond in the Delaware State Forest of the Pocono
Mountains of Pennsylvania. The red marker shows the location of the
proposed dam rehabilitation project at the southern end of the lake.

Figure 4 - GPR Survey Transects
The GPR survey across the lake
concentrated on the southern region,
behind the existing dam.

Figure 9 - Raster Elevation Models for Bedrock (GPR) and Lakebed (Aerial) Surfaces
Elevation models from interpolating transect data. Similar to the previous method,
ArcGIS volume tools compared changes in volume from 1,360’ MSL plane (lake
surface design elevation) to bedrock and lakebed to calculate OH - Layer volume for
260 acres out of the entire lake area of 420 acres.
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Figure 7 - Photogrammetry
Aerial orthomosaic of
drained lake. Paleochannel
location is emphasized.
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Figure 2 – Geographic Footprint of
Pecks Pond
Above left is the pond in 1937 and
above right is the Pond on May, 2018
after it has been drained.
Figures 3 – Left - Spatial
Relationship of Pecks Pond to
Bedrock and Surficial Geology
Pecks Pond is impounded in hard
sandstone and glacial sediments,
providing a good reflective
subsurface for geophysics.
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Figure 5- Raster Elevation Models (GPR only data)

Left – GPR data output showing the reflective surfaces of
the top of the lake bottom and the top of the bedrock
surfaces. The difference between the surfaces elevation is
the thickness of the highly organic (OH) sediment.
Where data was missing the surfaces were completed
using a polynomial fit.
Above – The points representing the top of the lakebed
and top of bedrock were imported to a GIS and a raster
elevation surface was interpolated. ArcGIS volume tools
compared changes in volume from 1,360’ MSL plane
(water elev.) to bedrock and lakebed to calculate the
volume of the OH - layer.

Figure 10 - Solid 3D Model (top) / Inverted Isochore Thickness Contours (bottom)
Solid 3D model generated from extruding between two TIN surfaces (bedrock and
lakebed). Isochore thickness contours were inverted and extruded in ArcScene.
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Figure 8 – Conceptual Work Flow Model
Conceptual model showing the work flow
for the project. All of the field data was
georeferenced. The GPR data was used to
determine the top of bedrock elevation
and the lake bottom elevation. The
photogrammetry was used to determine
the elevation of the drained lake bottom.
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In conclusion, the two techniques for mapping the elevations of the lake bottom
(GRP and Photogrammetry) and the top of bedrock (GPR) show a one percent

(1%) Difference in the total volume of calculated organic sediment (OH).

